EMP. VIAJES Y TURISMO BEMAR S.A.
MIN.TUR. - LEG. N° 2276

Buenos Aires, May 15, 2017

Dear Friends, as Director of ATERRIZAR, I am very pleased to address you for the XXVIII Pan
American U21 Championship of KARATE. As indicated by the Argentine Federation of Karate
in its presentation of the Tournament, ATERRIZAR is the Official Travel Agency to receive and
manage requests for reservations of Hotels, Meals and Passages during the course of the
Championship in BUENOS AIRES. As you can see in the proposal, we have different
accommodation alternatives, which have LIMITED ROOMS; And with a gastronomic proposal
for each Hotel. We are very pleased to receive you in our home, and we commit ourselves to
make your visit in Buenos Aires an unforgettable stay.
We want to be at your disposal for any queries you wish to make about the proposal and
about any other service that we can provide you in the destinations that our country has.
OUR CONTACT ADDRESSES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
RESERVATION AND CONTRACT: ventas@aterrizar.com.ar
PAYMENTS: administracion@aterrizar.com.ar
Attached to our presentation, we send the Forms of a) Reservation Request and b) Hotel and
Food Contract; Which must be filled out and returned before June 30, with your room and
food needs, by mail. The Host and Sub-Venue Hotels mentioned in the proposal, have the
transfer service of IN-OUT Airport buses (1 per delegation) and Hotel / Competition Center /
Hotel transfers during the Tournament.
In addition, we would like to inform you that ATERRIZAR has blockades with Special Negotiated
Tariff and number of rooms limited by Hotel for your Tournament, which is why the
reservation priority will be determined by order of arrival of the RESERVATION REQUEST
FORM.
While waiting for your communication to assist them in Buenos Aires, I take the opportunity to
send you a cordial greeting,
GUILLERMO PETTI
DIRECTOR ATERRIZAR

